
York Guild of Weavers, Spinners and Dyers 

 

Loan Equipment Fact and Instruction Sheet: 

 

Blending Hackle 

 

 
 

Health and Safety Advice – By it’s very nature the blending hackle can be a dangerous piece of 

equipment to use. The two rows of long pins are sharp and because the operators hands are moving 

when using the hackle, there is a risk of penetration and tearing injury. It is therefore essential to use 

this equipment in an area where you are free from distraction and the workspace is laid out to help 

avoid risk of injury. 

 

1) Before use the hackle MUST be clamped to a heavy or rigidly fixed table or bench using the 

clamps provided. When pulling fibre off the pins an unsecured hackle will fall over. 

 

2) The pin guard should be in place at ALL times, except for when actually loading fibre on the 

hackle, replace the guard before dizzing fibre from the hackle. 

 

3)   Exclude pets and children from the work area. They cause distraction and moving hands can 

deviate from the safe path surprisingly easily. 

 

4) Arrange the workspace so all materials, tools and receptacles for finished product are on the same 

side of the hackle as you are. Avoid having to lean or reach over the pins. 

 

5) When ‘lashing’ fibre onto the pins keep 10 – 15 cm of fibre in front of the moving hand to avoid 

getting too close to the pins and, for a grip, keep your thumb on top of your fingers so nothing 

protrudes forwards. 

 

Care of the Hackle 

Please use clean washed fibre. If using home washed or scoured fibre, with some residual grease 

content, you may find that after processing a few 100 grams of fibre the pins start to grip the fibre 

more as you lash the fibre on. This is due to grease building up on the pins and this will need to be 

removed either to improve the process or clean before returning. 

If you have used greasy fibre Please Clean the Hackle before returning to guild 

Use a toothbrush with a solution of washing up liquid in water with the hackle laid with the pins 

horizontal to avoid over wetting the wooden base. 

 

Bent Pin 

Unlikely as it might seem, it is possible to bend one or more pins. If this happens, use the tine 

straightener (long steel tube with wood handle) to straighten each one. Position the tube over the tip 

of the bent pin and slide it down. This SHOULD straighten the offending pin. 

Summary  

1) Clamp hackle securely to table, remove pin cover 

2) Lash fibre on – either in blocks of colour or layers to give different effects 

3) Replace pin cover  

4) Dizz fibre off hackle to form roving  

5) Remove pin cover and take off any remaining fibre  

6) Check hackle is clean  

7) Return to guild  



Note – this hackle is primarily designed for blending clean fibres, esp. tops so if you wish to prepare 

home scoured fleece the guild has a set of mini combs available to borrow 

 

Detailed instruction 

Loading the Pins and Dizzing Off 

This applies to whatever colour pattern you are producing. With the hackle securely clamped to 

your work bench with the pins sloping away from you, remove the pin cover and lay aside, take the 

fibre in your lead hand (left or right) and lay it over your first finger, holding it in place with your 

thumb. Allow 10 – 15cm of fibre to protrude beyond your finger. 

    Carefully lay the open end of the fibre on the pins at one end of the hackle and pull down slowly. 

This should entangle fibre in the pins and draw a fringe of fibre from your hand. Move the fibre 

supply forward in your hand to maintain the protruding length and repeat the ‘lashing’ action, 

moving along the line of pins to produce a reasonably even depth of fibre the full width of the 

hackle. The ideal length of fibre to have in front of your hand varies with fibre length. I think a 

rough guide would be about one-and-a-half times the fibre staple length. This should allow fibres to 

be pulled out of the feed, but give enough control to avoid huge clumps of fibre being pulled out. 

You do not want loose fibre in front of the pins, or vast amounts of fibre behind the pins; any fibres 

fully behind the pins will probably not pull through and will end up in the waste. 

    

   How much fibre you lash on is very variable, depending on the fineness, crimp and length of the 

fibre you are using. If you overload it will be very difficult to pull the roving off in the next step, so 

I suggest start light and increase as appropriate. As a rough rule of thumb you should at least hide 

the colour of the wood at the base of the pins. Any less than that will probably be too light to form a 

roving. Having built up a layer of fibre, it is advised to slide the fibre mass up the pins a little way, 

to allow the diz to push right up to the pins in the next stage, and to open it a little so it is not hard 

packed on the pins / fluff it up a bit to use the technical term. 

 

   Find the Diz (blu-ish small rectangle with holes in it). The size of hole that you elect to pull the 

fibre through dictates the thickness of the roving; if you want a thick chunky sliver to weave with, 

use a big chunky hole, if you want a pencil roving to spin with minimum draw ratio, use a small 

hole. 

   At one end of the hackle draw a small amount of fibre to a point and thread it through the hole in 

the diz. Slide the diz down the fibre as near to the pins as you can get. Then holding the roving 

close behind the diz start to pull fibre from the pins. It is recommended that you use both hands, 

usually with the left immediately behind the diz and the right just behind. This makes it easier to 

grip the roving. You may find it does not easily move, but sometimes if you keep the tension on for 

a few seconds the fibres will start to move. Yes the pins will deform a little, but should spring back 

as the tension releases. Once you get a short distance from the pins, and before the roving comes 

apart, stop and slide the diz down the roving back to the pins with the left hand. The closer you get 

the diz and your grip to the pins the less fibre will get left behind as you diz off. Repeat this draw 

and slide action until you run out of fibre. The roving will naturally tend to track across the width of 

the hackle as you repeatedly draw and slide the diz. Some fibre WILL be left in the pins. You can 

try and reduce this waste by slowing down the sideways movement, but if you try too hard the 

roving will not pick up enough fibre and will break down. It is very much a matter of practice and 

closely watching how the fibre is coming out of the pins. If the roving breaks down, simply start 

dizzing from scratch and produce a shorter length, 

Once you remove the last of the fibre that will come off through the diz set the roving to one side 

and remove any fibre remaining in the pins – I found a stiff paintbrush was good for this – but 

always move your fingers UP the pins to avoid the points. 

   

    This will produce a discrete length of roving in whatever blend or style you set up when lashing 

the fibre on to the pins. If you want to make a continuous length I have seen two methods: - 



1) Leave the end of the roving through the diz and lash the end of the roving onto the pins at the 

start of the hackle before starting to build up the next load of fibre on the pins then just diz as usual, 

making sure the roving starts to pick up the new fibre on the first slide in. 

2) When you reach the end of the hackle, stop before you pull the last fibre off the pins. Remove 

any remaining waste fibre and build up a new load with the old sliver at the bottom of one end. 

Again diz off as usual ensuring pick-up of the new fibre. This method means you diz right to left 

and then left to right (or vice versa) rather than always dizzing in the same direction in method (1). 

The lashing and dizzing elements of using the hackle both need practice to get it right, but as with 

many aspects of the craft, much can be achieved while gaining that practice. 

 

Principal Blend Patterns 

 

1) Ribbon Blend Roving 

In this technique the elements of the design run along the roving and hence the spun single yarn. 

The fibre fringe one the pins is built up by lashing on multiple layers of different colour / texture 

fibres to achieve the desired thickness. No real rules just let your imagination go! 

When dizzing thicker fringes the fibre should simply draw down to the maximum thickness that 

will go through the selected hole in the diz. If it comes off too thick, reduce the load or try starting 

to pull a few centimetres back from the pins – this might allow the thicker places to draft out: care 

to avoid drawing too far and breaking the roving. 

 

Colour Block roving 

In this method discrete blocks of colour are built up in sequence along the hackle. There will always 

be some mixing of the colours as you diz off. To help keep colours clean my experience is that if 

you keep the fringe quite thin with longer blocks of colour you have a good chance of clean colour 

between changes. You can also remove the last shreds of the old colour from the pins after a change, 

so they do not dribble into the next colour. Also try separating adjacent colours in the fringe as you 

diz to delay the pick up of the new colour – you tend to end up with thin places doing this. 

 

I found these two videos on YouTube. I am sure there are many more, but these two show the 

techniques in some detail, especially the first one. Yes they are reaching over the pins to pick stuff 

up, but I wince every time I watch it: - 

 

 This video shows the actions of lashing and dizzing very well, plus a number of blending methods: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK1OCic6Qh0  - it has no commentary, just over-laid text. 

 

This video offers a bit more detail on the technique of dizzing without going into the lashing part of 

the job https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cW0LyUtmYTY with commentary. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK1OCic6Qh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cW0LyUtmYTY

